Last week, GLT hosted a virtual public meeting about the **B Branch Station Consolidation** project starting construction on February 15th. View the presentation and listen to the meeting recording to learn more about the project and why riders are excited for two new, accessible stations on Commonwealth Ave.!

Many Boston University students and staff rely on the B Branch and **GLT greatly values their collaboration as we work to improve B Branch** stations and rider experience.

> **“We appreciate all the work that was done informing our community at Boston University (BU). We look forward to working together with the MBTA during construction!”**
>
> **James Curley**
> Director of State Relations at Boston University

---

**Be Part of the Transformation**

GLT always wants to hear input from Green Line riders on what is important to them. **Be part of the transformation** and share your ideas here!

---

**Thank you, Green Line Operations Team**

The Green Line operations team is committed to getting our riders where they need to be in any weather! We appreciate their efforts every day and work closely with MBTA Operations to ensure that the improvements GLT makes, will make Green Line operations safer and more reliable for all!
Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation Project

Strengthen and preserve the 110-year-old viaduct for heavier loads and increased train frequency

- **Last Week**: Continued concrete and structural upgrades, and work to support track replacement
- **Next Week**: Continue forming and pouring walkway support (on either side of the tracks), and install steel beams to support new tracks (timber ties and rail)

### Alternative Service

**E Branch Alternative Service** | E Branch shuttle buses replace service between North Station and Lechmere until Spring 2021 to allow for work on the Green Line Extension and the Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation Project

Learn more about the E Branch service changes at [diversions/green-line-e](#)